
17} provide someone with information or understanding; make someone brighter/smarter about something.

After becoming a genius, Farmer Tice set out to enlighten the world with his new knowledge.

18} behaving in an unexpected way; a knave or scoundrel; playful, mischievous person; wildish. The hero of

book #4 was a man with yellow hair that looked like it had gone rogue.

19} to regain vim & vigor; re-energized; regain health. Farmer Tices crops were nearly trampled to death by

the Nutria but miraculously rejuvenated themselves to being even better than before.

20} a building where sporting events take place. The Nutria literally gave Farmer Tice the red carpet

treatment when he went to give a speech at the Bum Park Pavilion.

21} to teach or influence; teach by repetition; to implant knowledge similar to brainwashing. The Reverend

Muler inculcated all 10 Commandments to his flock, especially the one about marriage.

22} a group of geese, or a group of noisy or silly people. When Farmer Tice returned home, he found a gaggle

of Nutria in his cornfield all wearing rainbow colored clothes.

23} helped the Lewis & Clark expedition in 1804. One of the Nutria candidates was called Sacagawea by the

man with the yellow hair as a joke, because she not a drop of Indian blood in her!

24} resembling a waterfall. to fall in a steplike pattern. A cascade of fireworks lit up the sky.

25} contemplated; thought hard about something; ruminated. Honeybunch didn’t say it aloud, rather, she

mused about waiting a week or so before reporting Farmer Tice missing.

26} level or measure of intelligence. Farmer Tice had a room temperature IQ before the aliens put him into

that contraption that turned him into a genius.

27} planning; figuring; contriving; inventing; making; creating. The aliens were given the assignment of  

devising a way of making an unintelligent person intelligent.

28} a big swamp rat; varmint that destroys vegetation, riverbanks, etc. The Nutria is a political party named

after the varmint responsible for huge amounts of environmental destruction.

29} success; good fortune; wealth; doing well financially; betterment. The only prosperity ever enjoyed came

from his wife’s monthly disability checks.

30} promises made, especially when getting married. The Reverend Muler sought to make sure that all of his

congregation fulfilled and lived up to their wedding vows.

Farmer Tice’s wife is

flabbergasted by the size

of the crops. The Nutria attribute

this bumper harvest to climate change &

intend to use it in their protest rallies.
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